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Summary 
In 1998, Shao Proposed two digital signature schemes based on 
factoring and discrete logarithms. At the same year, Li and Xiao 
showed that Shao’s schemes are insecure are not based on any 
hard problem. This paper modifies Shao’s schemes. Two new 
schemes whose security is based on both factorization and 
discrete logarithms are proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

In 1994, Harn [1], He and Kiesler [2] proposed digital 
signature schemes based on two hard problems—the 
factoring problem and the discrete logarithms problem. 
Since then, many digital signature schemes based on 
these two hard problems were proposed [3-7]. 
Unfortunately, most of them have shown to be insecure. 
For example, in 1998, Li and Xiao [8] showed that 
Shao’s schemes are insecure are not based on any hard 
problem. This paper modifies Shao’s schemes. Two new 
schemes whose security is based on both factorization 
and discrete logarithms are proposed. 

2. Shao’s Scheme and Its Security 

Let p be a big prime 14 11 += qpp , where 12 21 += pp ， 

12
21
+= qq , and  

2121
,,, qqpp  are all large primes. 

These parameters must be kept secret from every user, thus 
they will be discarded once p is produced. Let g be an 
element with order 

11qp  of the finite field GF(p). Any 

user A has a secret key )2/1(
11

qpxx <<  and a 

corresponding public key pgy xx mod
22 -+= . 

   Shao’s scheme 1:To sign a message m, User A does 
the following 
1) Randomly chooses an integer t, 2/1

11
qpt << , and 

calculates 

pgr tt mod
22 -+= ; 

2) Computing integer s and odd k such that 

11

11 mod qpktmtrxxs -- +=+                 (1) 

11

11 mod qpktmtxrsx +=+ --

                (2) 
3) Sends ),,()( srkmsig =  as the signature of m. 

   To verify that (k, r, s) is a valid signature of m, one 
simply checks the identity 

pgry srmkkmrs mod)(42222 -++ = . 

   Shao’s scheme 2: To sign a message m, User A does 
the following 
1) Randomly chooses an integer t, 2/1

11
qpt << , and 

calculates 

pgr tt mod
22 -+= ; 

2) Computing integer s and odd k such that 

11

121 mod qpmkttmrxxs -- +=+  

 
11

121 mod qpmkttmxrsx +=+ --  

3) Sends ),,()( srkmsig =  as the signature of m. 

   To verify that (k, r, s) is a valid signature of m, one 
simply checks the identity 

pgry srkmkmmrs mod)(4 322422 -++ = . 

   In 1998, Li and Xiao [8] found a simple attack. Let 

),,( srk  be a signature obtained by the attacker of a 

known message m. From Equation (1) and (2)  

11

1111 mod))(())(( qprskmttxx ---- ++=++  

 
11

1111 mod))(())(( qprskmttxx ---- --=-- . 

Suppose that the attacker forge signature )',,'( srk  for 

any message 'm  satisfying Equation (1) and (2). Then 

11

1111 mod)')(''())(( qprskmttxx ---- ++=++ , 

11

1111 mod)')(''())(( qprskmttxx ---- --=--  
From above four equations 

11

11 mod))(()')(''( qprskmrskm -- ++=++  

 11

11 mod))(()')(''( qprskmrskm -- --=--  
By solving above two equations we have 

11

122 mod))()('(' qpkrmsrsmmss ----+=  

11

1 mod))()('(' qpkrmsmrskmmkk ----+= . 
For Shao’s scheme 2 we have the same attack. 

3. Modified Signature Scheme 

Let p be a big prime 14
11
+= qpp , where 
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12 21 += pp , 12 21 += qq , and  
2121 ,,, qqpp  are all 

large primes. These parameters must be kept secret from 
every user, thus they will be discarded once p is produced. 
Let g be an element with order 

11qp  of the finite field 

GF(p). Any user A has a secret key )2/1( 11qpxx <<  

and a corresponding public key )(mod
22

pgy xx --= . 

Modified scheme 1: To sign a message m, User A does 
the following 
1) Randomly chooses an integer t and odd number k 
( 2/,1

11
qpkt << ), and calculates  

)(mod
22

pgu tt --=  and 
2kuv =  

2) Computing s and r such that 

11

11 mod qpvktumtrxxs -- +=+               (3) 

11

11 mod qpvktumtxrsx +=+ --               (4) 

3) Sends ),,,()( srvumsig =  as the signature of m.  

To verify that (u, v, r, s) is a valid signature of m, one 
simply checks the identity 

pyvu rsvmu mod
22222 -= . 

Theorem 1 If the signer follows the above protocol, the 
recipient always accepts the signature. 

Proof:  From Equation (3) and (4) 

11

2222222222 mod22 qpmktkvtmusrrxsx ++=++ --

 

11

2222222222 mod22 qpmktkvtmusrrxsx ++=++ --

 
So that 

11

2222222222 mod))(())(( qpkvmuttrsxx --=-- --  

hence 

pgg kvmuttrsxx mod))(())(( 2222222222 ---- --

=  

so 

puy kvmurs mod
222222 -- =  

Thus 

pyvu rsvmu mod
22222 -=  

Modified scheme 2: To sign a message m, User A does 
the following 
1) Randomly chooses an integer t and odd number k 

( 2/,1 11qpkt << ), and calculates )(mod
22

pgu tt --=  

and 
2kuv =  

2) Computing s and r such that 

11

121 mod qpvmkttumrxxs -- +=+ , 

 
11

121 mod qpvmkttumxrsx +=+ --  

3) Sends ),,,()( srvumsig =  as the signature of  m  

To verify that (u, v, r, s) is a valid signature of m, one 
simply checks the identity 

pyvu rsmvmu mod
222242 -= . 

Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can prove that if the 
signer follows the above protocol, the recipient always 
accepts the signature. 

4. The security of Modified Scheme 

We only discuss the security of Modified Scheme 1. The 
discussion of the security of Modified Scheme 2 is similar. 
In the following discussion, we use the fact that the 

problem of solving quadratic equation 
11

2 mod qpkx =  

are equivalent to solving the problem of factoring 
11qp  

[9]. 

1) To recover x from public key pgy xx mod
22 --=  it is 

necessary to compute both the discrete logarithm of y 

modulo p (obtain 1mod22 -=- - paxx ), and solve the 

equation 1mod22 -=- - paxx  to obtain x he must be 

face with another difficult problem: factoring p-1. 
2) To recover x from Equation (3) and (4) it is necessary to 
compute both the discrete logarithm of v (obtain k2) and u 
(obtain pbtt mod22 =- - ) modulo p, and to factor p-1 for 

computing the square root of k2 modulo p-1 (obtain k) and 
solving the equation 

1mod22 -=- - pbtt ( obtain t). 

3) Even if the attacker has the ability to compute the 
discrete logarithms modulo a large prime number p, he can 

recover 22222 ,, -- -- ttkxx  from a signature ),,,( srvu  

of a known message m and public key y. To forge the 
signature of for any message 'm , the attacker must finds 

',' sr  such that 

11

2222222222 mod'2'''2'' qpkuvmtkvtmursrxsx ++=++ --

  (5) 

11

2222222222 mod'2'''2'' qpkuvmtkvtmursrxsx ++=++ --

  (6) 
From Equation (5) and (6) 

11

2222222222 mod)')(()'')(( qpkvmuttrsxx --=-- --

 
hence 

11

22222212222 mod)')(()('' qpkvmuttxxrs ---=- ---

 
Even if the attacker has the ability to compute 2's  and 

2'r , and substituting them in Equation (5) and (6), but he 
can’t solve 's  and 'r , since 's , 'r  and k  are 
unknown, and the corresponding coefficient of Equation 
(5) and (6) are in proportion. 
4) Suppose that attacker have a signature ),,,( srvu  of a 

known message m, From Equation (3) and (4) 
1111 ))(())(( ---- ++=++ rsvkumttxx , 
1111 ))(())(( ---- --=-- rsvkumttxx . 

Suppose that attacker forge signature )',',,( srvu  for 

message 'm  satisfying Equation (3) and (4). Then 
1111 )'')('())(( ---- ++=++ rsvkumttxx ,  
1111 )'')('())(( ---- --=-- rsvkumttxx . 

From above four equation 
11 ))(()'')('( -- ++=++ rsvkumrsvkum , 
11 ))(()'')('( -- --=-- rsvkumrsvkum . 
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Since 's , 'r  and k  are unknown, we cannot solve 's  

an 'r  in above two equation. These show that Modified 
scheme 1 can protect from Li-Xiao attack. 
3.1 Simulation Experiment 

5. Conclusion 

Two modified Shao signature schemes is proposed, the 
security of which is based on both factorization problem 
and discrete logarithms problem. 
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